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Shares advance on Fed’s positive economic outlook 

Most stock indices advanced Wednesday, as the US Federal Reserve 
said the economy is gaining momentum. 

Equity Markets  

European stocks were mixed on the last day of April as investors waited 
for the FOMC announcement that will be published after markets here are 
closed for the day. A weaker than anticipated US GDP report prevented 
any afternoon rally across the European markets. The FTSE edged up 
0.1%, the CAC slipped 0.2%, the DAX advanced 0.2% and the SMI added 
0.5%. For the month of April, the indices added 2.8%, 2.2%, 0.5% and 
0.3%. 

Daimler declined after recent sharp gains. The company reported a surge 
in its first quarter net profit to €1.027 billion from €536 million last year. 
Deutsche Bank declined after S&P lowered its outlook for the bank to 
negative. Barclays was up on a report the British lender will next week 
announce the creation of a "bad bank" to house unwanted assets as it 
seeks to trim down its business. Royal Dutch Shell advanced after the 
company reported a smaller than expected 45% decline in net profit for 
the first quarter. 

BNP Paribas retreated after it reported a decline in first-quarter pre-tax 
income and warned it might be hit with a fine of more than the US$1.1 
billion it set aside for alleged US sanctions breaches. Alstom jumped after 
the company’s board confirmed it is discussing an acquisition by General 
Electric of the French engineering conglomerate’s power generation and 

transmission business. Rolls-Royce gained after entering talks with 
Germany's Siemens to sell a unit that makes equipment for the oil and 
gas industry and power generation gear for utilities. 

Eurozone inflation was up a greater than expected 0.7% in April from a 
52-month low of 0.5% in March. 

In the US, the Dow Jones industrials, S&P and Nasdaq all added 0.3% 
Wednesday after the Federal Reserve gave an upbeat assessment of the 
economy's prospects and continued to reduce its bond purchases. In 
April, the Dow was up 0.7% and the S&P gained 0.6%. Nasdaq however, 
retreated 2.0%. 

EBay retreated a day after it forecast lower than expected earnings this 
quarter. Twitter declined and hit a record intraday low of US$37.25, a day 
after posting lackluster user and usage growth for the second consecutive 
quarter. Pepco Holdings rallied after agreeing to be acquired by rival 
electricity and gas utility Exelon in an all-cash deal worth US$6.8 billion. 
Exelon retreated. Energizer Holdings climbed after the company said it 
plans to separate its household products and personal care divisions into 
two separate publicly traded companies. Time Warner edged up after 
reporting first quarter earnings and revenue that topped forecasts. It 
raised its full year earnings outlook, boosted by strength in its movie 
business. 

Preliminary first quarter gross domestic product expanded at a 0.1% 
annual rate — the slowest since the fourth quarter of 2012. Miserable 
winter weather cut into production activity and weakness abroad hit 
exports. However, April data for the Chicago PMI rebounded to a reading 
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of 63.0 from 55.9 in March. ADP’s estimate of private payroll growth beat 
consensus expectations. 

As expected, the Federal Reserve left its policy interest range at zero to 
0.25%. Also as anticipated, the FOMC continued to reduce its stimulus. It 
said it would pare its purchases of Treasury and mortgage backed 
securities by US$10 billion to US$45 billion a month beginning in May. It 
also said that it was looking past the economic slowdown during an 
unusually cold winter because the pace of growth already was 
rebounding. “Growth in economic activity has picked up recently, after 
having slowed sharply during the winter in part because of adverse 
weather conditions.” The decision was unanimous. 

The statement, which affirmed the Fed’s intent to stop buying bonds later 
this year, offered no new insight into the next set of decisions the Fed 
must make — namely when to start raising short term interest rates. There 
was, however, one hint that the Fed’s deliberations were more interesting 
than its statement. The Fed said that its Board had held an unscheduled 
meeting Tuesday morning prior to the start of the FOMC deliberations to 
discuss “medium-term monetary policy issues.” 

Asian stocks were mixed Wednesday with gains capped before the 
Federal Reserve's policy meeting announcement later in the global 
market day and US non-farm payrolls data due on Friday. While upbeat 
US earnings news and easing concerns over the Ukrainian conflict helped 
to bolster sentiment, the reluctance on the part of the Bank of Japan to 
expand its stimulus program despite tepid data and a recent sales tax 
increase left investors somewhat cautious. 

The Nikkei edged up 0.1% but lost 3.5% in April. Shares pared early gains 
after the Bank of Japan kept its monetary policy unchanged and refrained 
from expanding monetary stimulus, underscoring its conviction that 
inflation will head steadily towards its 2% target. The BoJ reiterated its 
view that the economy is on the path to recovery, dampening speculation 
on additional monetary easing in the near term. SoftBank was up after 
Sprint, which is 80% owned by the Japanese company, reported 
improving operating performance for the March quarter and boosted its 
full year forecast. Kyocera rallied after it reported a 34% increase in 

annual profit, beating estimates. Honda Motor was up on bargain hunting 
after tumbling on Monday. March industrial output was up 0.3%, below 
analyst forecasts for a 0.5% gain. 

The Shanghai Composite was up 0.3% as liquidity fears receded. Trading 
volumes, however, were relatively light ahead of the long. The market will 
be closed on Thursday and Friday for public holidays. The Hang Seng 
tumbled 1.4% as investors locked in some profits after recent gains. The 
Shanghai Composite and Hang Seng lost 0.3% and 0.1% respectively in 
April. 

The S&P/ASX was virtually unchanged on the day while the All Ordinaries 
edged up 0.1%. The indices were up 0.2% and 0.1% respectively in April. 
The Kospi retreated 0.2% Wednesday and lost 1.2% in April. The Sensex 
was down 0.2% on the day and edged up 0.1% for April. 

Gold at the afternoon London fixing was down US$9.25 to US$1,288.50. 
Copper futures were down 1.6% to US$3.02. WTI spot crude was down 
US$1.46 to US$99.82. Dated Brent spot crude was down 74 US cents to 
US$108.24. The US dollar declined against the euro, yen, pound, Swiss 
franc and the Australian dollar. It was virtually unchanged against the 
Canadian dollar. The Dollar Index was down 0.4%. The yield on US 
Treasury 30 year bond was down 2 basis points to 3.46% while the yield 
on the 10 year note declined 4 basis points to 2.65%. 

 
The Longer-Term Perspective 
 
Markets historically fall from time to time in the course of their longer-term 
upward progress. Investors who are willing to accept periods of market 
volatility and stay invested for the long term are often well positioned to 
grow their wealth as markets subsequently recover.  
 
We view the market reaction to them as a normal part of the investment 
cycle that, in itself, creates attractive opportunities for long-term investors.  
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Looking forward 

China posts April's CFLP manufacturing PMI.  

The UK's CIPS/PMI manufacturing index will be posted along with M4 
money supply.  

In the US, March personal income and spending, April ISM manufacturing 
index, PMI manufacturing index, March construction spending and the 
weekly jobless claims, money supply and Fed balance sheet will be 
released. 

 

Please remember, the value of investments and the income from them 
can do down as well as up. Funds that invest in overseas markets may 
be subject to currency fluctuations. Investments in small and emerging 
markets can be more volatile than other overseas markets. Reference in 
this document to specific securities should not be construed as a 
recommendation to buy or sell these securities, but is included for the 
purposes of illustration only. 
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